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About This Content

Masked Shooters 2 - Assault is the new and improved version of Masked Shooters 2. It has different maps, weapon textures and
weapon modes (All weapons, Random, Sniper only, RPG only) along with the classic game modes of Deathmatch and Team

Deathmach.

Features

Multiplayer first-person shooter game with soldier characters

Up to 16 players can play in a room

Many weapons to use during a match, including an RPG

4 maps to play

Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch game modes
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masked shooters assault 2 unblocked. masked shooters assault 2

Every game in this package crashes at the loading screens and corrupt the save files while doing so.
Don´t bother with this games.. Hidden Object Game about a girl looking for her lost parents in a steampunk setting clearly
inspired (maybe too much) by the Bioshock' series. Good graphics and lots of different locations. Several HO scenes and
puzzles, achievements and a bonus chapter after the main story. Easy enough even at expert difficulty, this game isn't the best
work published by Artifex Mundy, but beginners will still find it enjoyable. My advice is to buy it on sale only.. An enjoyable
and relaxing casual bridge building game. You have an unlimited budget so you can make some crazy bridges, but the real meat
of the game lies in beating the challenges (like only making your bridge out of wood or for super cheap. Would probably make a
good teaching tool for a kid, too.. Nice with friends. Give it a shot.. "This is a tactic RPG with Galgame element." -
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 This is basicly a hentai game without much choices what you want or not. Or if you want
that girl riding you or not. Where the grafics are censored, the text isn't. I was bored and dissapointed in the first 15 minutes, I
ordered a refund.. HTC controllers doesn't work here :(. Addicting card game that eliminates the maddening tendencies of most
TCGs. Everyone gets the same deck, more or less, so money won't buy you special cards. There's an active multiplayer
community and is a great game solo as well. Incredibly simple, but really works.. I'm a huge fan of visual novels and this game is
more of the raising sim type - which I enjoy. If you're looking for this type of game, I highly recommend it.. This game is pretty
fun. It's really just a wave shooter with a boss fight at the end. However, it's a fun wave shooter. You basically teleport to
different locations that are setups for getting enemies down as quickly as possible. You'll use either a shuriken gun contraption
on your arm or a bow and arrow.

You don't need a roomscale setup to play this title, but it is recommended. Not only to get behind cover when possible, but to
duck and dodge projectiles. This will be important, especially on the boss fights. There is a nice variety of enemies, some get
behind cover, some run right towards you, and some are large enemies that will methodically approach you. The boss fights have
interesting combat mechanics, but are not complicated. It's simply to pay attention to not get hurt and to try to do as much
damage as possible within the time given to bring the boss down. If you die or run out of time, you will fail.

The graphics are nice. The sounds fit the environments. Keep in mind, there's really only two different levels at the moment,
although a third is coming. Each level can be finished at around 8 minutes of playtime or less.

Sale Price Rating 7\/10. I would only rate this game 5\/10 at normal price given the limited content currently.
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Unfortunetly, I am going to have to not reccomend this software. It is way too outdated, needlessly complicated and lacks any
resources in the RTP.
HOWEVER, as an avid user, I HIGHLY recommend VXAce over any other software. Its much neater, faster and vastly
superior to this.
RPGMaker2k3 = No.
RPGMaker VXAce = Yes.
Compared to ACE, this is like going from baseball to stickball.

EDIT: I have deleted (and will continue to do so) all 4 comments since they are nothing but name calling for giving this a
negative review.. this game is very fun to play and the songs are amazing i r8 8/8 m8. What can i really say, it's live wallpaper, it
does what its supposed to and has minimal settings, the minimal settings would probably be a downfall though because then
theres minimal customization to be had with this application but i got a request and a problem with this application.

Problem:
I move back and forth between rooms a lot with my laptop and whenever im in my living room ill hook up the HDMI cable to
my laptop to utilize a bigger screen or an extended screen depending on what im doing on the computer, the problem is that the
program has nothing to check when the screen has changed, so everytime i remove or add the hdmi i have to restart the
application otherwise i get weird background scaling or the background only utilizing part of the screen, would be nice to have
something to detect when something like this happens and adjusts accordingly.

Request:
This is probably more of a bug in the software but i sort of like the outcome of it, sometimes when the program opens or i
switch around the layout settings the live background will be partially transparent and will still show some of the background
wallpaper while having a partial transparent live wallpaper in the front, this looked really cool with some of the combinations i
used so it would be really cool if it was fixed for people who may not want this to happen, but also make the issue into a setting
feature for anyone who wants to combine a static wallpaper with a partially transparent live wallpaper.

This program isn't too much of a resource hog, but don't really expect to have a really responsive computer if your system
doesnt have some medium / higher end hardware to be able to spare the extra cycles and resource while playing games or higher
resource intensive applications.. The key to playing games with 3dConnexion mice!

If you want to play games with a 3d mouse this program is worth every penny. It took me just a few minutes to set up with my
new SpaceNavigator and I was fragging in IL-2 Battle of Stalingrad.

It was all the important features:
* axis curves
* profiles
* input smoothing.

These features solve all of the problems associated with using a 3d mouse for gaming. In their default configuration 3Dx mice
can't deflect fully on multiple axis at the same time. That is a big problem in games like flight sims where you might need to
input full aileron and elevator at the same time. Curves solves this problem by allowing nearly full deflection to count as full
deflection in game. The smoothing also makes control precise and smooth, eliminating the jitters inherent to the very sensitive
3d mouse.

I have not even used the rest of the features in the app yet but given the awesome quality of the 3Dx integration I have no doubts
that they are also great.. I really liked this game. Yeah it is short, but it is interesting and different. The idea is very itresting and
sad showing a deep and pleasurable experience that shows in some ways the plight of the Irish and celts in general. Can't wait
for part 2 and considering this game is 5 dollars why haven't you bought it.. Well, wow. I bought this visual novel on a whim
when I picked up KIndred Spirits, so I guess my expectations were non-existent. Yes, I had heard of Innocent Grey before, but I
never got around to playing Kara no Shoujo, which from first glance appears to be nothing like Flowers. Anyway, that said.
Innocent Grey is a truly impressive company. I don't believe you'll find a visual novel, on Steam, with such production values.
The art is great, the sprites are great, music fitting, characters are actually interesting, and the story is never really boring despite
how mundane one would think the setting is. In fact the story is also laced with little mysteries that actually make you think. The
story itself is endearing, frustrating, and on a few occasions heart-breaking. For 20 dollars full price, this visual novel is a steal.
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And I personally, can't wait for the sequels! And ah! Before I forget, the translation is top-notch. As an avid visual novel reader,
this fact simply can't be ignored. It just reads so damn well.

I did however make a mistake of doing the true route first, yes there is a true route for the series' continuity. It left me with
bitter feelings towards the other heroine, who in the end is a side what if route anyway. So my 21 hours is for one route only..
it's a good game but how do I set the language to English?
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